A USYer &
Kadimanick’s First
Convention Survival
Guide

Hey you! The new USYer/Kadimanick right there!
We hear that you’re going to your very first convention/kallah!
Everyone in the region is so incredibly excited for you to join us
in making lifelong friendships and memories with other Jewish
teens.
“But mysterious survival guide that is talking to me,” you may
ask, “what should I expect at a USY convention or a Kadima
kallah? What types of activities do we do, what should I bring,
just how much fun will I really have, and what will I learn?”
You will soon discover the answer to every question you’ve ever
had about USY and Kadima and more in the 2016-2017 version
of A USYer and Kadimanick’s First Convention Survival Guide.
The compilation of advice you will soon digest was written by
more than 50 of Seaboard Region’s USYers, Kadimanicks, and
staff/alumni. We asked everyone we could one simple question:
“What was something you wished you knew at your very first
convention?” Out of the 125 total pieces of advice and wisdom
that members of Seaboard wanted to share, we included some
of the best ones that we hope will be the most beneficial to you.
Special thanks to everyone in the Seaboard Region, who
submitted their advice and made this survival guide possible.
After your first convention/kallah, it could be your advice that
other individuals read as they prepare for theirs!
Love, The Seaboard Region

Your Personal USY Dictionary!
USY – United Synagogue Youth, the overall name for this youth
group. When used for referring to an age group, USY is
specifically 9-12th graders. Teens in USY are known as USYers.
Kadima – The middle school subset of USY, for 6-8th graders.
Tweens in Kadima are known as Kadimanicks.
Convention (and Kinnus) – The overnight trips throughout the year that are specifically for
USYers. Conventions have a specific theme chosen by the REB and Tri-chairs.
Kallah – The overnight trips specifically throughout the year that are specifically for Kadimanicks.
Youth Director and Advisor – Every chapter and region has one. Seaboard’s regional youth
director is Sasha Bloch and the assistant youth director is Abby Kerbel.
REB – Regional Executive Board. These are the six USYers in charge of leading every convention
and the following aspects of USY: Comm (Communications), Mem/Kad (Membership/Kadima),
SA/TO (Social Action/Tikkun Olam), Rel/Ed (Religion/Education), IA (Israel Affairs), and
President.
RGB – Regional General Board. There are dozens of positions on RGB which specialize on a
specific aspect of USY – from photographer to Seaboarder editor to Repairing the World chair. Any
member of USY can apply for a spot on RGB!
Tri-Chairs – Three USY members who work with the REB to plan a convention.
Chapter – Each USY chapter is affiliated with a synagogue, with its own CEB (Chapter Executive
Board) that plans local events that you can go to!
Encampment – The week-long summer camp for both USY and Kadima!
Maccabiah – Encampment’s day-long color wars! Make sure to bring red, blue, yellow and green
clothes and accessories (if you have enough space) to show your team spirit!
IC – International Convention. The week-long convention during Winter Break where USYers
from across the world can meet each other and bond!
Summer Programs – USY offers quite a few amazing summer programs in America, Israel,
Europe, and other countries and continents. These trips can be anywhere from two weeks to two
months long. Anyone who has been on a summer program says it was the best experience of their
life!
Ruach – The super energetic songs that we sing! Everyone gets super into it!
Sloach – “Slow ruach.” At least once during conventions/encampment, we all get together and sing
our hearts out to beautiful Hebrew songs. Many say that sloach sessions are the best part of
convention. On Friday night, we have a late night sloach session called Tisch.
Sicha (or Sichot) – Education sessions where we learn about different aspects of Judaism and how
we can relate it back to our everyday lives.
Chofesh – Unstructured free time during conventions to hang out with all of your new friends!
Golden Boy by Nadav Guedj and Dancing Lasha Tumbai by Verka Serduchka – pretty much
Seaboard Region USY’s theme songs. Listen to them, love them, learn every word and you will
soon learn their dances as well.
USY clubs – There are three clubs that you can join, and each one has a late-night at convention!
Chalutzim is the IA club, 613 Mitzvah Corps is the SA/TO club, and the Abraham Joshua Hershel
Society is the Rel/Ed club.
Team Logistics – The staff members who do all of the behind-the-scenes work to set up for
activities throughout convention and kallah.
Sunday Shacharit Live – The Sunday Shacharit service at every convention with fun prayer tunes
and clips from movies/television shows that relate to the theme of convention and the prayers.

 A drawstring bag, especially for Encampment’s Hershey
Park day! –Gabi Shapo, 10th grade
 BRING A ONESIE! – Josh Kalman, 11th grade
 Bring snacks -- for the bus, for something to eat if you don’t
like the meal, and of course for the classic 2am heart to hearts
you and your friends will bond over. -Julie Kromash,
Alumni/staff
 LOTS OF TIKUN OLAM (money for donations) FOR THE
SA/TO (social action/tikun olam) AUCTIONS AND
ACTIVITIES! -Livia Sauvage, 12th grade
 Playing cards to play with all of your new friends! –Zach

Jacobson, 9th grade


Make sure to pack a pillow! –Ally Train, 11th grade



DON'T FORGET A SWEATSHIRT. Even in summer, nights get cold. -Shauna Kaplan, 10th
grade



ALWAYS bring shower shoes.... -Abby Elson, 10th grade



Bring something fun or crazy like a cool hat or a colorful scarf to use (lots of activities
involve cool items you bring). -Stephanie Lichtenstein, 10th grade



Bring lots of cough drops for when you inevitably lose your voice! -Ally Train, 11th grade



Bring multiple Shabbat outfits, some for you and some to share! -Jessi Cohen, 10th grade



Bring the biggest smile, and lots of energy. That's what'll make the best experience.
-Lilly Shankman, 12th grade

“Triple check your suitcase before you go, everyone always forgets something.” –Mara
Schneider, 10th grade
“If you think you brought enough stuff, you’re wrong. You should always pack extra.”
-Anonymous, alumni/staff
“Packing the night before and even the day of, results in the best collection of stuff for
convention.”-Julie Kromash, Alumni/staff

 “Be yourself! I felt at home in Seaboard
when I allowed myself to be myself. At the
same time, go out of your comfort zone
and talk to new people. These people
could be the friends that last a lifetime.”
–Julie Kromash, Alumni/Staff
 “USY is a very understanding
environment that is always going to be
there for you. So you shouldn’t be afraid
to express how you feel. No judgement.”
-Sophia Kram, 10th grade
“You get out of USY what you put
in. If you come to convention
excited and ready to make new
friends, you will leave excited for
the next event and excited to
make even more friends than the
ones you just made.” -Ilan Cohen,
10th grade


“Go to events with a completely
open mind. If you go in with a set idea
about what’s going to happen, you’re
not going to have as much fun.”
–Emma Paige, 9th Grade

“If you're ever nervous, afraid, or
you just don't know what to do, don't
be afraid to ask! There are plenty of
people who are willing (and even
trying) to help you have the most fun
possible!” -Jimmy Stluka, 9th grade

 “Mentally prepare yourself for an
awesome weekend!” -Josh Kalman,
11th grade
 “Try to be open-minded. USY is a really
safe environment but in order to keep it
that way we all have to respect and
support each other.” -Rachel Robin,
10th grade
 “If you feel stupid, you’re doing it
right.” –Zack Sieff, 12th grade



“Make friends as soon as you step on the bus! They will be your best friends for
life.”
–Cheryl, 10th grade



“USY and Kadima are probably the only two places where you can go up to
literally anyone and become their friend instantly. Don’t be hesitant to meet
someone new. Everyone can be a friend.” –Ilan Cohen, 10th grade



“Don’t stick to your shul friends 24/7, go out and make new friends!” –Lily
Horvitz, 11th grade



“It may seem
from far away
that we’re
tightly knit, but
up close
Seaboard is so
inclusive(:”
–Anonymous,
11th grade



“Get to know the people in your bunk and grade. They are going to be with you for
the rest of your Kadima and USY career.” -Shauna and Sierra Kaplan, 10th grade



“ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS talk to new people at a convention. Your old
friends are great but new friends are good too.” -Mara Schneider, 10th grade



“Don’t be worried about making friends. It
sounds cheesy but be yourself. Everyone in
USY is so nice and will instantly become
your friend, all you have to do is talk to
them! Open up and let the real you shine.
Don’t hold yourself back by wondering what
other people think of you, because they
aren’t judging you. USY doesn’t judge. The
people in USY will be your best friends if
you let them.” –Julia Feldman, 10th grade

 “Make an effort to
say hello to as
many people as
possible. The rest
is really easy.”
–Zach Moskowitz,
Alumni/staff

“Someone may be an unfamiliar face now, but you never know who will be your
best friend in a year or two(:” -Gabi Shapo, 10th grade

 “Participate

in activities!! They are really fun although
they can be ridiculous.” – Adina Kugler, 10th grade
 “Try

everything. There are so many different events
and activities in Kadima and USY
that you'll have the opportunity to
participate in. Even if not all of them are your
favorite, you'll have the opportunity to figure out
which types of activities you like and which types
you don't.” –Jory Harris-Blumenthal, Alumni/staff
“Be optimistic! If you don't know
anyone in one of your activities or
your badge doesn’t match up
with your friends’ badges - don't
worry! There's always chofesh
and meals to see your old
friends. Introduce yourself to the
people in your activities you don't
know!” -Anonymous, 10th grade


“Keep an open mind and don’t
be afraid to really get into an
activity! Just have fun.”
–Jacob Kalman, 9th grade



“To those who are shy - don't be afraid to jump right in and participate!
This is the best group of people in the world and everyone is so
accepting.” –Anonymous, Alumni/staff
 “Keep an open mind. You
might be surprised to find
that an activity you
initially weren't interested
in turned out to be your
favorite activity of the
entire Encampment. Don't
be afraid to try something new.”
-Stephanie Lichtenstein, 10th grade



“Sichot, or the discussions, are exactly what you make of it! I have been to many
sichot that are so meaningful because I am with an incredible group of people
who have so much to share and so much to contribute! I have never failed to
learn something new during a sicha - about the world or even myself!” –Hannah
Wandersman, 11th grade



“You get out what you put in,
especially with Sicha. In the moment,
these education sessions may seem so
pointless, but if you participate and
really try to look deep into the text
provided you can learn so much while
bonding with your fellow USYers/
Kadimanicks through your thoughts
on the subject.”
–Anonymous, Alumni/staff




“Really listen when you’re in
sicha. The things you learn will
stick with you.” –Morgan
Fuentes, Alumni/staff


“When there are different options for sichot or prayer services, go to what
interests you, not just wherever your friends go.” -Anna Armoza, 10th grade

 “The food is great
almost always. Capital
Camps is very
good at this stuff!”
-Aaron Shapo, 8th
grade

 “Firsts are mandatory,
seconds are encouraged,
and thirds are admired!!”
-Talia Armoza, 9th grade

 “If you don't like the food, you can always ask for something else as long as it
isn't too complicated. There's almost always plain pasta at the special foods table
as well.”-Aviva Pollack, 10th grade


“The REB members choose which tables get to go up first to eat. To get the REB
members to pick your table, make cute faces and motions like the hunger games
sign.” -Sarah Moldover, 7th grade

 “Ruach and Sloach are by far the best part
of any convention. For Ruach, everyone gets
together and screams at the top of their
lungs. For Sloach, everyone cuddles together
and sings peacefully. The best thing to do
for both Ruach and Sloach is to follow along
in the Bikol Echad if you don't know the
words. Also just enjoy it. Go to the center of
the group for Ruach and do the gestures
that are easy to pick up on and hum along.
During Sloach, just sit down anywhere and
people will come sit around you. Sloach is
the time when you really feel like USY is
one big happy family.”
–Julia Feldman, 10th grade



“Participate! We all know praying can be
boring sometimes, but it's actually kind of fun
here. Don't be that person who’s disengaged
playing on your phone.”
-Talia Armoza, 9th grade
“I'm not going to lie, sitting in Slow Ruach
as a new member is kind of weird, Try to
take advantage of it though. Go into it openminded and just absorb the song and the
passion. At almost every Slow Ruach, and a
few Ruach sessions, I would be singing my
heart out 99% of the time, but 1% of the
time I would just stop and listen to
everyone's passion in the music. This
allowed me to better appreciate and connect
with the USY community.”
-Anonymous, Alumni/staff



“Ruach can be overlooked
-- it's just people yelling,
but don't be afraid to get
hype and join in. It is so
much fun when you have
your friends by your side
singing about narrow
bridges, tuna, wizards,
and oooooohs.”
–Adina Kugler, 10th grade



“Even if you don't know all the words, just focus
on what you do know and be positive and you
will love it all. My favorite services of the year
are no doubt Sunday Shacharit Live!”
–Joe Rubin, 9th grade

 “If

you have an idea, say it. Someone
will listen, and if they don’t, implement
the idea yourself.” -Julia Feldman, 10th
grade
 “It’s

important to keep the board
diverse!” –Rachael Paley, 7th grade



“You don't need to have a leadership position
to be a leader. Be enthusiastically in love
with USY in your own way, and others will
follow.” -Julia, Alumni/staff



“The amount of leadership positions that USY enables you to hold
is insane! I have truly found myself through the many leadership
positions that I’ve held and currently hold. I am lucky enough to
have these real life experiences with different boards and amazing
people.” -Hannah Wandersman, 11th grade

“When you get to USY there are a ton of
leadership opportunities. You can be on
chapter board, which plans events for
your chapter. You can be on the Regional
General Board (RGB), and even as a
freshman you can be on RGB by
becoming the Freshman Representative.
Later on, you can have more prominent
position on RGB like chairing a
convention. Also, at some point you can
run for the Regional Executive Board
(REB) and plan regional events. Don't be
afraid of leadership.”
-Adina Kugler, 10th grade



“Don’t spend [all of] free time in the bunk. Go hang out with friends and meet new people.”
–Adina Kugler, 10th grade



“It is okay to sleep during free time! You’re probably going to be up all night anyways.”
-Anonymous, 11th grade

“Usually there are times where I have no
idea where to go. If that happens to you,
just follow the crowd! If there is no one to
follow, there are always staff members
willing to help you out and tell you where
to go.”
-Hannah Wandersman, 11th grade



“BUY REGALIA (spirit wear). It's the best
and you'll regret it when everyone else is
wearing the shirt you didn't get”. -Rachel
Robin, 10th grade



“Get a good night sleep the night before convention.” -Joshua Kalman, 11th grade

“To truly be present at convention, leave your phone in your bunk. It CAN be used as a
camera or watch, but if it’s not on you then the temptation is gone. Remember, you don't
get to see these people every day.” -Jason Watkins, 11th grade

 “If there's ever something you need, or if you're uncomfortable with

something, let a staff member know.” -Aviva Pollack, 10th grade
 “Don't lose your name tag!! That thing is important!!!”

-Anna Armoza, 10th grade

 “It’s ok to be by yourself for a little bit. Taking time to

chill is important. <3” -Talia Fleischer, 10th grade

 “Staff are always here for you. If you're having a bad

day, feeling alone, or just need someone to talk to, find a
staff member.” -Julia, Alumni/Staff

“If you go to a convention with someone you
know, don’t stick with them the whole time. Get
out of your comfort zone and meet new people.
People at USY are super friendly and nice.”
–Anna Armoza, 10 grade
th

“You're a role model now. As a high schooler,
the Kadimaniks look up to you. You might be
a big sister or big brother, but you're also a
leader. You're an upperclassman, and
therefore, you set the tone for how others act.
The saying "monkey see monkey do" is so
incredibly accurate here. -Lilly Shankman,
12th grade

“Make a mental map of Capital Camps
(or wherever else the kallah is). It
really helps with getting around!”
–Josh Shapo, 6th grade

“Don't just think of Kadima
as it's own small thing that
ends in 8th grade. It only
gets bigger and better.” Ilan Cohen, 10th grade

“Just chill and be yourself. Also,
make sure to include everyone.
Kadimanicks are lucky to have
such a tight-knit group but it’s
important that everyone in your
grade is a part of!” –Talia
Armoza, 9th grade

“USY is one big family and we embrace the
different and the weird in every person
here. That's what makes us special.
USY/Kadima is a place where you should
feel free to be who you are and you will
NEVER be judged :)” -Lila Schandler, 11th
grade

“Make conventions a priority.
Being able to be surrounded by
Jewish people your age is
invaluable, and you won't
realize how much you miss the
corney programs until you
can't do them anymore.” Morgan Fuentes, Alumni/staff

“Before you go to Kadima be happy knowing that
these are the people who you will eventually
graduate with. Have fun with them and talk
with all of the people in your grade!” -Joe Rubin,
9th grade
“If you don't like one event that
you go to don't just give up. I went
to one kadima kallah and hated it,
but then my friend made me come
to a USY convention. I have come
to every one since.” Sophia Kram,
10th grade

“GO TO BED AT LIGHTS
OUT!” -Josh Shapo, 6th grade
“Make friends!”
–Sarah Moldover, 7th

“Everyone is nice at Kallah. It
doesn't matter who you are or
what you look like. It just
matters that you are nice to
everyone. Every weekend is
awesome.” –Aaron Shapo, 8th
grade

“USY is where you can be a leader
without a title. This may be said a lot,
but it's so true. Go out there and talk to
new people and make a difference in the
community. Make the most of USY
because it doesn't last forever.”
-Anonymous, staff/alumni

“Just show up and you will have an
amazing time!” –Joe Rubin, 9th grade

“Don't let your time in USY fly away
too fast.”
-Zack Sieff, 12th grade

“Treat each part of convention as an opportunity. Get
something out of every activity. Trust me, Sicha is more
interesting when you participate, and messy activities are
more fun when you go all in. -Jason Watkins, 11th grade”

“Always try and save

something from each
convention. I still have
all of my name tags,
schedules, and cool
stickers! They're a
really nice way to
remember the time
you've spent with your
amazing USY family.”
-Ally Train, 11th grade

“It can be overwhelming,
but it's seriously so much
fun to explore a whole new
part of your identity that
you haven’t discovered
before.” -Livia Sauvage,
12th grade

“I've learned that it doesn't
matter where you are from,
when you started USY, or what
your background is like, you will
always have a friend in
Seaboard. You are never truly
alone. USY friends are friends
for life!” -Anonymous,
staff/alumni

“Cherish each moment!! Whether you're at a 3
day kallah or your first fall convention, the days
seem to fly by so fast. You have so much fun with
your friends and learning about your Judaism
that you’ll surely lose track of time. 4 days turns
into 4 minutes. Try new things while you're at
convention too!! You'd never know how much fun
Zumba Shacharit is if you didn't go!!” -Lila
Schandler, 11th grade

